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Good morning,
As you likely know, our forecast is predicted to be to rough to safely fish for ARS this
"season". I am frankly sick and tired of the mismanagement of this species. On any given day,
I can easily catch 30 or 40. Two anglers and I caught over 100 last December within 3 hours
or so of fishing. You LITERALLY cannot get away from them, yet we struggle to catch other
such as vermillion snapper and grouper due to the overpopulation of ARS. My experience is
corroborated across the recreational fishing sector in our region. Most of us really care about
the sustainability of our fishery. We care about taking other folks out to experience the
memories for generations to come. But quite simply, the absurd tactics of management that
overwhelmingly favor the commercial fishing industry are to the point where it almost doesn't
make sense to bottom fish in the Atlantic. If you HONESTLY believe this species is
threatened, you have not spent 30 minutes in the last 5 years fishing in the Atlantic.
I'm not just giving up on our sport though. Occasionally when I go fishing, I'll bring one Red
Snapper back with me - regardless of "season". At some point I'll get inspected and I will be
very upfront with DNR/NOAA officers. I realize the fine is $600 for the first violation for
ARS and intend to fight this in court. To be clear, I'll be in a 2002 yellow 26' Sailfish center
console, fishing out of Sunbury, GA. If I lose in court, so be it, but our fishing community and
resident anglers deserve better.
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